COMPANION
PARTNER SET-UP

Bringing innovative solutions to patient
comfort and care at home.

PARTNER

SIDE x SIDE
CONFIGURATIONS

All Icare Beds can be made for couples to sleep side by
side with no gap between mattresses. You simply choose
in 3 steps.
1.
Choose which model each partner wants.
2.
Choose the bed size (long single or king single)
3.
Choose which side each partner will be sleeping on.
This can be filled out on the Icare Partner Diagram
form (see across page)
Note: Headboards are sold as a separate item and only
can be sold to fit each side. You cannot get a one piece
headboard for Partner bed configurations.
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Process for ordering:
STEP 1: THE PATIENT
First step is to find out the needs and requirements of the
patient, and determine the bed that best suits the level of
care they need. Also note what rails or self help needed.

STEP 2: THE PARTNER
Secondly find a bed that suits the partner.

STEP 3: THE BEDS
Now you have established which bed suits the patient and
which for the partner, there are several options to select.
1. Which side preference for sleeping?
2. What colour they’d like the beds?
3. Do they need fabric or vinyl?
You will need to complete the BED DESIGN form.

STEP 4: ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
To supply the client with maximum comfort and care, we
recommend pairing with Icare Pillows, and checking with
the client if they need mattress protectors, absorbent bed
pads or other products to help.

STEP 5: CHECK THE DETAILS
Please take a moment to run through with the client and/
or OT to clarify any final discrepancies.
● Bed model for patient
● Bed model for partner
● Bed sizes
● Side sleeping preferences
● Fabric or Vinyl & which colour
● Headboard or Footboard
● Rails and accessories
● Additional products including pillows cushions
● Bed Protection
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Thank you, we appreciate your attention to detail.
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